
LED CASE LIGHTING BY NUALIGHT
Transforming food shopping into a feast for the senses





Choose LED lighting that appeals to the senses with the freshest 
colours, most appetising textures and dramatically accentuated 
food displays. Choose Nualight.

Food is one the most fundamental human pleasures, that’s 
why we believe that food shopping should be an inspirational 
sensory experience. LED lighting is one of the greatest 
opportunities for retailers to achieve leaner and more energy-
efficient lighting solutions but even more importantly we 
believe that it is a transformational merchandising tool.

As one of the world’s leading experts in LED lighting for food 
retail, Nualight is reinventing case lighting using the very 
latest LED technology. Combining superb colour-rendering 
technologies with proprietary optics for more powerful and 
uniform light distribution – even in the narrowest spaces 
– Nualight lifts food lighting to new levels for every food 
category, case geometry and store format.

Whether your brand success is based on offering the best 
value to your customers, or creating a premium and original 
food experience , we have an unrivalled selection of 
performance options to create an individual solution for you. 
As one of the earliest pioneers in LED lighting for food retail, 
Nualight not only brings deep applications expertise, but 
a track record of major new store and retrofit programmes 
for some of the world’s leading retailers including Tesco, 
Sainsbury’s, Migros, COOP, Ahold, Kroger and many more.

With Nualight LED case lighting innovation, sustainable 
retail has never looked so good.
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CO-OPErATIvE GrOUP, UK



Up to

63%
ENERGY  

REDUCTION

LOW TEMPErATUrE DISPLAYS
From spring greens to indulgent desserts, frozen food is sold on the attractiveness and legibility of its packaging. With Nualight’s 
freezer solutions, display cases are completely and uniformly illuminated with outstanding colour vibrancy while delivering very 
significant savings on energy, bulb replacement and maintenance costs.

• Double the brightness
• Invisible LEDs 
• Eliminates dark spots 
• Solution for narrow mullions  
• Exceptional brightness and throw of light

• Double the brightness
•  Powerful boost of light all the  

way into the well
• Invisible LEDs
• Eliminates dark spots

• Slim profile for slim handrails
• Excellent light throw to centre of well
• Available in low-energy Eco option
• red/white & vivace options for meats
• Daisychained for fast install

Optimum:
Porto 600
Narrow frames:
Porto 610 Eco

Optimum:
Porto 600 and Mezzo 600
Narrow frames:
Porto 610 Eco and Mezzo 610

Optimum:
Centro 610
Colour boost:
Centro 610 Eco red/White  
or Centro 610 vivace

Up to

78%
ENERGY  

REDUCTION

Up to

68%
ENERGY  

REDUCTION

Full Glass Door

Half Glass Door

Islands/Wells

TURN UP THE BRIGHTNESS WITH NUALIGHT

Applications	 Why	Nualight?	 Solutions

Compared with T5, the Nualight solution is significantly brighter in 
the centre of the case with improved uniformity of illumination.

T5Nualight
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SAINSBUrY’S, UK



“Nualight’s lighting was selected not only for its energy-efficiency but 
for its exceptional lighting performance. Lighting is used strategically 
to create the unique Sainsbury’s store ambience and bring out the best 
qualities in the food on display in our stores. Nualight worked closely 
with our lighting team throughout the pilot phase, identifying and 
resolving challenges to create the best possible merchandising impact in 
each application.”
 
Harold Allen, Head of Lighting, Sainsbury’s
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Optimum: 
Alto 610 
Colour boost: 
Alto 610 vivace or 
Alto 610 red/White
Ultra smooth:  
Alto Perfino

•  Brightness all the way to the bottom of 
the case

• Excellent total cost of ownership
•  Alto vivace (ultra highCrI/r9) & red/

White options available for colour boost 
in premium displays

•  Alto Perfino (ultra smooth) options 
available for glare elimination

Applications Why Nualight? Solutions

Up to

40%
ENERGY  

REDUCTION

Up to

65%
ENERGY  

REDUCTION

MEDIUM TEMPErATUrE DISPLAYS
Whether you wish to create a sense of freshness in dairy and provisions multidecks, or bring out the most succulent colours in 
meat multidecks, Nualight has the highest-performing solution. Two of Nualight’s most unique product innovations are featured in 
this application category: the Alto Perfino and the Porto 610. For the first time, the Alto Perfino delivers ultra-smooth LED lighting 
with an assymetric light distribution which throws powerful illumination all the way down the face of the display case. In line with 
the trend for increasingly slim door-frames in closed multidecks, Nualight has developed its ultra-slim Porto 610 door lighting 
solution. Despite its very narrow design, the Porto 610 packs an unbeatable punch in terms of lighting performance and is 
available with vivace (ultra high CrI/r9)* technology for a significant colour boost in meat multi decks.

•  Ultra-slim door lighting profile for cases 
with very narrow frames

•  vivace (ultra high CrI/r9) & red/White 
options available for colour boost in 
closed meat multidecks

•  Measurably brighter in the centre of the 
case than T5

Optimum: 
Alto 610 and Porto 610
Colour boost: 
Alto 610 vivace  and 
Porto 610 vivace  
(ideal for meat)
 

Open multideck

Closed multideck

TURN UP THE SMOOTHNESS WITH PERFINO

• Ultra smooth lighting effect
•  Assymetric light distribution
•  Vivace (high CRI/R9) options.

Powered by proprietary Perfino technology, the Alto Perfino is a 
highly innovative LED canopy luminaire. Not only does it create a 
very smooth and comfortable light effect, it also has a powerful light 
throw all the way down the front of the display
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TURN UP THE COLOUR WITH VIVACE
Typical LED

Dull unappetising 
colours, particularly 
at the red end of 
the spectrum.

rich reds, but red 
hue is cast over white 
meats also.

Superb colour vibrancy 
all the way across the 
spectrum, using a pure 
white light that does not 
cast a hue.

CRI

R9

80 90 95

25 70 90

red/White vivace technology





TURN UP THE “WOW” FOR OPEN FRESH DISPLAYS

Match	Alto	610	Vivace	canopy	lighting	with	Zest	for	astonishing	colour.
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SPECIALITY DISPLAYS
Fresh food brings the quality food promise to life for the customer. Colour vibrancy and texture rendering are the two most 
important aspects of lighting fresh food for the best visual impact. Nualight’s vivace (ultra high CrI/r9) technology delivers the 
colour boost that lifts delicatessens, meat serve-overs, cheese counters, fresh fruit/vegetable and bakery displays. With a wide 
selection of canopy and undershelf lighting options to suit all speciality case types, Nualight brings unrivalled merchandising 
impact to fresh displays.

Optimum: 
Alto 610
Colour boost: 
Alto 610 vivace or 
Alto 610 red/White

• Supreme colour rendering
•  Alto vivace (ultra high CrI/r9)  

& red/White options available for 
colour boost in premium displays

Applications Why Nualight? Solutions

• Supreme colour rendering
•  Matching canopy and undershelf  

lighting
•  Flexible configurations for all case 

geometries

Optimum: 
Alto 610 and Largo 520
Colour boost: 
Alto 610 vivace with
Zest external linear 
accent lighting

Serve-over/Salad Bar

Islands, Racks, Multidecks

Up to

40%
ENERGY  

REDUCTION

Up to

40%
ENERGY  

REDUCTION

•	Colour-tunable

•		Perfectly	even	external	illumination	of	total	display

•	Dramatic	accentuation

•		Unbeatable	colour	rendering

Zest LED accent lighting
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YOUr GUIDE TO THE MOST vErSATILE LED 
CASE LIGHTING SOLUTION IN THE WOrLD

UNRIVALLED PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

INDIVIDUALISED FOR YOUR BRAND IMAGE AND MERCHANDISING STRATEGY

OPTIMISED LENGTHS & MOUNTING SYSTEMS FOR YOUR CASE DISPLAYS

COLOr ENErGY DIrECTIONALITY BrIGHTNESS PErFINO TECHNOLOGY vIvACE TECHNOLOGY

Please contact your Nualight representative for our most 
recent sellsheets with full performance and specification data 
for our LED food retail case lighting solution.

Contact us to create a brighter, more beautiful and 
sustainable future for food retail. 

www.nualight.com

LOW TEMPErATUrE MEDIUM TEMPErATUrE SPECIALITY

DOOr
POrTO 600

DOOr
POrTO 610 

ECO

CANOPY
ALTO 610

UNDErCABINET
MEZZO 600

DOOr
POrTO 610

CANOPY
ALTO 610

CANOPY
ALTO 530

UNDErSHELF
LArGO 520

CANOPY
ALTO 610 

vIvACE

UNDErSHELF
LArGO 510
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www.nualight.com


